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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a multi-band medium
access control (MAC) protocol for an infrastructure-based net-
work with an access point (AP) that supports In-Band full-duplex
(IBFD) and multiuser transmission to multi-band-enabled sta-
tions. The Multi-Band Full Duplex MAC (MB-FDMAC) protocol
mainly uses the sub-6 GHz band for control-frame exchange,
transmitted at the lowest rate per IEEE 802.11 standards,
and uses the 60 GHz band, which has significantly higher
instantaneous bandwidth, exclusively for data-frame exchange.
We also propose a selection method that ensures fairness among
uplink and downlink stations. Our result shows that MB-FDMAC
effectively improves the spectral efficiency in the mmWave band
by 324%, 234%, and 189% compared with state-of-the-art MAC
protocols. In addition, MB-FDMAC significantly outperforms
the combined throughput of sub-6 GHz and 60 GHz IBFD
multiuser MIMO networks that operate independently by more
than 85%. In addition, we study multiple network variables such
as the number of stations in the network, the percentage of
mmWave band stations, the size of the contention stage, and
the selection method on MB-FDMAC by evaluating the change
in the throughput, packet delay, and fairness among stations.
Finally, we propose a method to improve the utilization of the
high bandwidth of the mmWave band by incorporating time
duplexing into MB-FDMAC, which we show can enhance the
fairness by 12.5 % and significantly reduces packet delay by 80%.

Index Terms— Full duplex, MU-MIMO, MAC, WLAN, multi-
band, IEEE 802.11be, IEEE 802.11ay.

I. INTRODUCTION

APID growth of data-intensive applications, such as virtual
reality, high-definition streaming, and video gaming, has

resulted in an unprecedented surge in traffic demand. For
example, Cisco has projected the percentage of ultra-high-
definition TVs that will connect to the internet in 2023 to reach
66% of connected TVs, up from 33% in 2018 [1], and their
internet usage has soared from 12704 petabytes per month in
2016 to 42255 petabytes per month in 2021 [2]. In addition, the
majority of these devices use a Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN). By 2023, Cisco estimates that 75% of the devices
in North America will use WLANs to access the internet [1].
Consequently, researchers have been actively investigating
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innovative techniques that can significantly augment trans-
mission rates and enhance spectral efficiency. In this work,
we propose a new medium access control (MAC) protocol
that integrates three key ideas, namely multi-band operation,
in-band full duplex (IBFD), and multiuser beamforming,
to meet the increasing traffic demand.

WLAN typically operates in two frequency bands. The
first is the sub-6 GHz microwave (µWave) band. The sec-
ond is the millimeter wave (mmWave) band, which operates
around 60 GHz frequencies. The µWave band has a higher
coverage area than the mmWave band, whereas the avail-
able instantaneous bandwidth for the latter results in much
higher data throughput. With the advances in antenna design
and integrated circuit technology, user equipment (UE) can
operate simultaneously in multiple frequency bands and has
small form factors [3]. Researchers in [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], and [14] have considered the
joint use of µWave and mmWave bands to leverage the higher
instantaneous bandwidth of the mmWave band and the larger
covered area by the µWave band.

MuMIMO is another key enabler for gigabit transmission
in WLANs. With a given number of antennas, the access
point (AP) can simultaneously broadcast data to multiple
stations. Also, the AP can decode signals from multiple uplink
stations with the same configuration. As a result, MuMIMO
increases the overall throughput since multiple simultaneous
transmissions occur. Also, MuMIMO improves the diversity
gain compared to single-user MIMO by increasing the immu-
nity to channel rank loss and antenna correlation [15]. Also,
MuMIMO can be achieved without multiple antennas at the
stations (only at the AP), which reduces the implementation
cost [16].

IBFD enables a node to transmit and receive data simul-
taneously using a single frequency and has the potential
to double the overall spectral efficiency [17]. In addition,
IBFD improves security by obfuscating any eavesdropper with
multiple transmitted signals on a single frequency [18]. Also,
IBFD reduces the end-to-end transmission delay and solves
the hidden terminal and exposed terminal problems [19].
Canceling self-interference (SI) is the main challenge in
enabling IBFD. Recently, numerous works have been pro-
posed to suppress SI by combining propagation, analog,
and digital SI cancellation techniques, making IBFD fea-
sible [20]. Several sophisticated MAC protocols have been
proposed to mitigate the SI and maximize the throughput for
IBFD [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We design a new multi-band infrastructure-based MAC

that utilizes IBFD and multiuser transmission to serve
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multiple uplink and downlink stations simultaneously in
two bands. The first frequency band is a low-frequency
(i.e., sub-6 GHz or µWave) band that is mainly used
for control frame exchange, and the second is a high-
frequency (i.e., mmWave) band that is used for data frame
exchange. The MB-FDMAC design is based on the latest
IEEE 802.11ax and 802.11ay standards for the sub-6 GHz
band and mmWave band, respectively. MB-FDMAC also
supports data transmission on the sub-6 GHz band, as a
special case, for stations outside the mmWave range.
Also, MB-FDMAC switches to the half-duplex mode
when IBFD is not feasible, for instance, due to the high
inter-user interference levels.

• We compare the performance of MB-FDMAC with sub-6
GHz and mmWave systems that each support MuMIMO
and IBFD but operate independently to quantify the
effectiveness of the proposed multi-band approach. The
MB-FDMAC throughput is 87% higher than the com-
bined throughput of sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands.
Also, we show that MB-FDMAC increases the through-
put by 101% compared with a modified version of the
protocol that works in half-duplex mode.

• We propose a multi-band station selection scheme
(MB-JSS) that considers fairness in the station selection
decision. Also, we use two baseline selection schemes
for comparison: random and opportunistic user selection.
We show that MB-JSS achieves a saturation throughput
close to the random selection scheme. Also, we show that
MB-JSS reduces the average packet delay by more than
95% and improves fairness by more than 200% compared
with the baselines.

• We include another feature in MB-FDMAC that bet-
ter utilizes the large instantaneous bandwidth of the
mmWave band by dividing the transmission period into
multiple time segments to serve more stations in each
transmission period in both the uplink and downlink
directions. This feature also increases the efficiency of
the mmWave band with stations that send relatively small
packets. Also, we show that this feature significantly
reduces the average packet delay and increases the uplink
and downlink fairness by 12.5% and 5%, respectively,
with a marginal reduction in the throughput.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the
related work in Section II. In Section III, we present the
system model and the MAC design requirements. Then,
we introduce the MB-FDMAC frame structure and station
selection procedures in Section IV and Section V, respec-
tively. In Section VI, we present the results of extensive
simulations of MB-FDMAC. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section VII.

Notations: We use boldface capital and small letters to
express matrices and vectors, respectively. We use XT and XH

to denote the transpose and the Hermitian form of a matrix X.
We use scripted capital and lower-case letters to denote sets
and elements receptively. Finally, (|. |) is the determinant
operation.

II. RELATED WORK

There are three areas that are related to this work.

A. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) MAC Protocols

To enable the wide operation of WLAN, IEEE 802.11 was
published as the main standard for WLAN in 1997. Sub-
sequently, the standard was revised multiple times, and
currently, IEEE 802.11ax (commercially named WIFI6) is
used for the µWave band, and IEEE 802.11ay (commer-
cially named WiGig) is used for the mmWave band. These
latest standards utilize several new techniques, such as multi-
input multi-output (MIMO), orthogonal frequency multiple
access (OFDMA), and MuMIMO, to increase the spectral
diversity and improve the sum rate of the system. Also,
several new techniques - such as IBFD, multi-AP coordina-
tion, and multi-band operation- are considered in the next
IEEE802.11 standards [27] [28].

The fundamental MAC protocol for IEEE 802.11 is the
distributed coordination function (DCF). The basic idea of
the DCF is to use the four-way handshake technique that
operates as follows. First, the station with data sends a
request-to-send (RTS) frame to the AP. Then, the AP replies
with a clear-to-send (CTS) frame to the station. After that,
the station transmits data to the AP. Finally, the AP sends
an acknowledgment (ACK) frame to the station, confirming
the successfulness of the transmission. This function is used
universally with some modifications to suit the new WLAN
techniques. However, the IEEE802.11 strictly enforces using
the lowest transmission rate to send the control frames (i.e.,
RTS, CTS, and ACK frame) even if the station supports a
higher transmission rate, resulting in inefficient utilization of
the bandwidth.

B. Multi-Band Operation
The advancement of antenna technologies enabled small

form factor devices to support µWave and mmWave simul-
taneously. However, the current WLAN standards do not
include multi-band cooperation; instead, they make the devices
use each band separately. Fortunately, the new WLAN task
group (IEEE 802.11be or WIFI-7) is considering including
multi-band cooperation in the next generation of WLANs.

In the literature, there are several methods for a node to
use multiple bands cooperatively. The authors in [4] suggested
using dual-band operations as a high-frequency communica-
tion enabler such that the UE sends a signal by using the
µWave, and then the base station (BS) evaluates the feasi-
bility of using the high-frequency band. Also, the dual-band
operation is leveraged to estimate the UE’s mmWave channel
using sub-6 GHz signals in [5]. In addition, the authors of [7]
propose using the sub-6 GHz band as a control channel
for the beam alignment phase in the mmWave band. The
authors of [8] suggest using two bands for simultaneous data
transmission. Also, the authors of [9] proposed a scheduler that
uses multi-band operation on the transport layer to increase
reliability and improve the system throughput. Also, the
WLAN operation over sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands are
leveraged in [10] to allocate data transmission in an idle band
if the other band is busy. Similarly, the authors of [11] propose
a dynamic traffic allocator. Furthermore, the authors of [12]
suggested using a sub-6 GHz band to control a system with
multiple APs that operate mainly in the mmWave band.
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Multi-band operation can also be interpreted as working
in different frequencies within the same frequency band (i.e.,
working in two mmWave frequencies). For instance, channel
bonding and channel aggregation are used in IEEE 802.11ay
for multi-band operations [13]. For channel bonding, the UE
merges two adjacent 60 GHz channels for data transmission
without a guard band. On the other hand, channel aggregation
uses two different channels for data transmission.

Another multi-band operation usage is to use one band
for control frame exchange and the second band for data
transmission exchange. For example, the authors of [14] use
two bands that have the same bandwidth for data and control
frames, while the authors of [6] use a sub-6 GHz band that
has low bandwidth for control frames and a mmWave band
that has high bandwidth for data frames, as we adopt in this
paper. Dedicating a low-bandwidth band for control frames
and a high-bandwidth band for data frames increases the
bandwidth utilization efficiency since IEEE 802.11 requires
using the lowest modulation coding scheme (MCS) for the
control frames, whereas the UEs can use a higher MCS
for their data transmission. Combining MuMIMO and IBFD
transmission with multi-band operation differentiates our work
from [6].

C. Full Duplex Multiuser Multi-Input
Multi-Output (MuMIMO)

Integrating IBFD with MuMIMO enables the AP to serve
multiple uplink and downlink stations simultaneously. The
authors of [22] proposed a spatial grouping strategy for
multiuser IBFD. In this protocol, stations are divided into
multiple groups such that the uplink stations in one group do
not interfere with the downlink stations in another group to
mitigate the inter-user interference during the multiuser data
transmission. A protocol that uses a full duplex trigger frame
to establish a multiuser IBFD connection by using multiple
resource units (RU) is proposed in [23]. Similarly, the work
in [24] proposed a pairing algorithm that maximizes multiuser
full duplex throughput by using multiple RUs. In addition,
the authors of [25] proposed a MAC that establishes a
second uplink or downlink connection during the idle time
of the asymmetric link. In [26], a multiuser MAC protocol
was proposed for an asymmetric IBFD configuration. In this
protocol, a contention period was proposed where multiple
uplink stations send RTS frames to the AP, which increases
the protocol overhead.

D. Related Work Summary
In summary, integrating multi-band operation, MuMIMO,

and IBFD has not been considered before this work due
to the numerous challenges they present. These challenges
include support for legacy nodes, the short range of mmWave
coverage, the hidden nodes problem, and mitigating the inter-
user interference, scalability, and station selection. Our work
addresses these issues and is an enabler for a multi-band IBFD
wireless network.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

We consider a dual-band full-duplex AP that works in
sub-6 GHz (i.e., µWave) and 60 GHz (i.e., mmWave) bands

Fig. 1. An example of the system layout. The AP covers two regions: the
sub-6 GHz range (light gray) and the mmWave range (Dark gray).

Fig. 2. Sub-6 GHz band system model.

with multiple antennas in each band. Also, we consider M
dual-band half-duplex stations with single antennas in both
bands at different distances from the AP, as shown in Fig. 1.
We now present the system model and state the MAC protocol
requirements to support multi-band operation to serve multiple
users using a full duplex AP.

A. System Model for Sub-6 GHz Band

In this band, we assume that the AP supports IBFD and has
N antennas that are connected to separate radio frequency (RF)
chains, which enables the AP to simultaneously serve up to N
uplink and N downlink stations. During data transmission in
the sub-6 GHz band, the AP serves Q downlink and R uplink
stations from the available M stations such that Q+R <= M ,
Q <= N , and R <= N , as depicted in Fig. 2. At a downlink
station q, the resulting received signal, yq−µWave, is:

yq−µWave = hH
DqF DxDQ +

R∑
r=1

hrqxUr + nDq (1)

Here, hDq ∈ CN×1 is the channel between station q and
the AP; FD ∈ CN×Q is the precoding beamforming matrix;
xDQ ∈ CQ×1 is the signal from the AP to the downlink
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

stations; hrq is the channel between uplink station r and
downlink station q; xUr is the uplink signal from station r;
nDq is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero
mean and unit variance. The resulting signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) for station q is given by:

SINRD (q) =

∣∣∣hH
DqF DxDQ

∣∣∣2∣∣∣∑R
r=1 hrqxUr

∣∣∣2 + σ2
Dq

, (2)

where σ2
Dq is the noise power. Similarly, the received signal

after beamforming, yAP−µWave ∈ CR×1, at the AP from R
uplink stations are:

yAP−µWave =
R∑

r=1

W HhUrxUr

+ W HGDF DxDQ + W HnUR. (3)

Here, W∈ CN×R is the beamforming combiner;
hUr ∈ CN×1 is the channel for uplink station r; GD ∈ CN×N

is the channel between the antennas of the AP (i.e., self-
interference channel); nUr ∈ CN×1 is the AWGN. The
resulting SINR for the uplink station r is given by:

SINRU (r) =

∣∣wH
r hUrxUr

∣∣2∣∣wH
r GDF DxDQ

∣∣2 + σ2
Ur

. (4)

Here, wr ∈ CN×1 is the beamforming vector for the station
r such that its elements are equal to the rth row in WH ; σ2

Ur

is the noise power for station r.
In the µWave band, the channel is modeled as h =∂ ϑ,

where ∂ is the path loss between two nodes, and ϑ is a
complex independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random
variable with zero mean and unit variance [29]. To enable the
IBFD connections, we use the beamforming method in [30]
that enables the AP to serve multiuser transmissions and
mitigate the self-interference (i.e., the interference that the AP
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Fig. 3. MmWave system model.

encounter due to the full duplex transmission) and inter-user
interference (i.e., the interference that a downlink station
encounters form to the concurrent uplink stations’ transmis-
sion). In addition, we use the IEEE 802.11ax standardized
rates ([31] (Table 20-20) that are generated using the average
received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and SINR to find the
transmission rate of each user. The following equation shows
the sum rate of the sub-6 GHz band for a set of Uµ and Dµ
uplink and downlink stations, respectively.

RµWave =
∑

uµ∈Uµ

Rate (SINRuµ, RSSIuµ)

+
∑

dµ∈Dµ

Rate (SINRdµ, RSSIdµ). (5)

B. System Model for mmWave Band

The AP’s mmWave transceivers have NT and NR trans-
mission and reception antennas, respectively. The AP transmits
data to K stations by generating SK streams that feed NT−RF

RF chains and are connected to NT transmission antennas
such that NT ≫ NT−RF ≥ K=SK . Also, the AP has NR

reception antennas, where NR−RF RF chains are connected
to a baseband decoder that yields SJ streams such that
NR ≫ NR−RF ≥ J =SJ , as shown in Fig. 3. In addition,
we assume the AP uses hybrid beamforming (HBF) for
precoding the transmitted signals and decoding the received
signals [32]. The received signal, yk−mmWave, at a downlink
station k is represented by:

yk−mmWave =
√

ρDkh
H

Dk
F HxDK

+
∑J

j=1

√
ρujhjk

xUj + nDk. (6)

Here, ρDk is the average received power; hDk ∈ CNT×1

is the downlink channel between the AP and station
k; F∈ CNT−RF×NT is the HBF precoding vector;
xDK ∈ CNT−RF×1 is the transmitted signal vector from the
AP; ρuj is the average received power from station j; hjk is
the channel between the station k and uplink station j; xuj is
the transmitted signal from station j; nDk is the AWGN with

zero mean and unit variance. Hence, the resulting SINR for
downlink station k with σ2

Dk noise power is:

SINRD−mmWave (k) =

∣∣∣√ρ
Dk

hH

Dk
F HxDK

∣∣∣2∣∣∣∑J
j=1

√
ρ

uj
h

jk
xuj

∣∣∣2 + σ2
Dk

. (7)

On the other hand, the received signal after hybrid beam-
forming, yAP−mmWave ∈ CJ×1, at the AP from J uplink
stations is given by:

yAP−mmWave =
J∑

j=1

√
ρUW

H

BB
W RF hUjxj

+ W H
BBW RF HSIF

HxDK

+ W H
BBW RF nUJ . (8)

Here, ρU is the average received power from the uplink
stations; WBB ∈ CNR−RF×J is the baseband uplink digital
combiner; WRF ∈ CNR−RF×1 is the analog phase shifter
combiner [33]; hUj ∈ CNR×1 is the uplink channel for
station j; nuj ∈ CN×1 is the AWGN vector with zero mean
and unit variance; HSI ∈ CNR×NT is the self-interference
channel. The resulting uplink SINR for station j is given by:

SINRU−mmWave (j)=

∣∣∣√ρ
Uj

wH

BB
W RF hUjxUj

∣∣∣2∣∣∣wH
BBW RF HSIF

HxDK

∣∣∣2+σ2
Uj

,

(9)

where wBB ∈ CNR−RF×1 is the baseband beamforming
vector for the station j such that its elements are equal to
the jth row in WH

BB , and σ2
Uj is the noise power for station j.

We assume the AP has a uniform linear antenna array
(ULA) configuration that results in a channel model with NR

and NT antennas at its receiver and transmitter, H∈ CNR×NT ,
as follows [34]:

H = 2

√
NT NR

NraysNCluster

NCluster∑
c=1

Nrays∑
l=1

zc,lar (θc,l)aH
t (∅c,l) . (10)

Here, Nrays is the number of multipath components;
Ncluster is the number of scattering clusters; zc,l is a complex
i.i.d random variable with zero mean and unit variance that
represents the channel gain at path l; ∅c,l is the transmitter
angle of departure (AOD); θc,l is the receiver angle of arrival
(AOA); α(θc,l)∈ CNR×1 and α(∅c,l)∈ CNR×1 are the antenna
array response vectors for AOA and AOD, respectively,
defined in [32]. In addition, we assume the self-interference
channel ,HSI ∈ CNR×NT consists of a near-field line of sight
(LOS) and far-field non-line of sight (NLOS) components:

HSI =

√
Rf

1 + Rf
HLOS +

√
1

1 + Rf
HNLOS , (11)

where Rf is the Rician factor. The element [HLOS ]mn,
in the mth row and nth column of the LOS channel matrix,
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is modeled by [35]:

[HLOS ]mn =
β

rmn
exp

(
−j2π

rmn

λc

)
, (12)

where β is a normalization factor such that E
[||HSI ||2F ] =NT NR, rmn is the distance between the
mth and nth element of the transmit array, and λc is the
carrier wavelength. We obtain HNLOS using (9). Finally,
we use the IEEE 802.11ay standardized method for rate
adaptation [36] (Table 28-68) that is based on RSSI and
SINR that can be found after acquiring the channels of the
participant stations in an active mmWave data transmission.
The mmWave sum rate of a set of Um and Dm uplink and
downlink stations is as follows.

RmmWave =
∑

um∈Um

Rate (SINRum, RSSIum)

+
∑

dm∈Dm

Rate (SINRdm, RSSIdm). (13)

IV. MB-FDMAC PROTOCOL

The system under study poses many challenges for the full-
duplex AP. First, the AP must acquire updated channel state
information (CSI) from the uplink and downlink stations to
determine the beamforming coefficients, which enable the AP
to send and receive data from multiple stations. Second, the
uplink stations’ concurrent transmissions with the AP produce
inter-user interference (IUI) at the downlink stations that must
be addressed to ensure a successful downlink transmission.
The work in [37] provides an IUI mitigation technique that
requires knowledge at the AP of the combined interference
levels that each downlink station encounters from the uplink
stations. The AP’s final challenge is to select stations for
uplink and downlink transmission in each band. The selection
of users (i.e., sets U and D) determines the system perfor-
mance achieved and will be addressed in the sequel.

To resolve the previous challenges, we propose the
MB-FDMAC protocol that enables the full duplex AP to serve
multiple stations simultaneously. Furthermore, MB-FDMAC is
based on the IEEE 802.11 DCF and supports legacy nodes.
In MB-FDMAC, the sub-6 GHz band timeline is divided into
segments that control the operation of the mmWave band
and exchange data from sub-6 GHz stations. In addition, the
mmWave band timeline is divided into multiple data exchange
segments, such that each data segment depends on the previous
sub-6 GHz control segment. Fig. 4 shows the timeline of
MB-FDMAC in both bands. In the following subsections,
we explain in detail the operation of MB-FDMAC on each
band.

A. MB-FDMAC Sub-6 GHz Band Frame Structure

The stations associated with the AP can either support both
bands or only the sub-6 GHz bands. Hence, the MB-FDMAC
frame structure in the sub-6 GHz bands is adaptive to the
type of the associated stations with the AP. Therefore, first,
we discuss the frame structure of MB-FDMAC with all
associated stations within the mmWave band range. Then,
we show changes in the MB-FMDAC frame structure with

if there is any station that outside the mmWave range and
support the sub-6 GHz band.

In MB-FDMAC, the sub-6 GHz band has three stages when
all the associated stations with the AP are in the mmWave
range. In the first stage, the AP broadcasts a beacon frame
(AP Beacon) that notifies the stations to begin contending
for uplink transmission and the contention duration. In the
second stage, each uplink station selects a random backoff
counter from [0, 2CW], where CW is the station contention
window ranging from 4 to 10. Then, stations reduce their
backoff counters after a distributed inter-frame space (DIFS).
After that, stations sense the medium and send a request to
send (RTS) frame to the AP if the medium is idle upon the
expiration of their backoff counter. Otherwise, the stations wait
until the medium becomes idle. A collision occurs when two
stations send an RTS simultaneously, and we analyze its effects
in Section VI-C.4. The length of the contention stage, TCont.,
is:

TCont. = TSIFS + TRTS ∗∆cont.. (14)

Here, ∆cont. is a scalar that determines the maximum num-
ber of potential uplink stations; TSIFS is the short inter-frame
space (SIFS); TRTS is the duration for sending an RTS frame
using the lowest modulation rate (i.e., MCS0 rate).

In the final sub-6 GHz stage, the AP sends a CTS to the
selected uplink stations. The length of this stage, TCTS , is:

TCTS =
(14 + 6 ∗ J) ∗ 8
MCS0 rate

, (15)

where J is the number of the uplink stations in the mmWave
band range. The CTS frame uses 14 bytes of overhead (control
bits) and 6 bytes for the address of each uplink station. By the
end of this stage, MB-FDMAC pursues the data transmission
on the mmWave band, as explained in the next subsection.
Then, the AP starts the same procedure in the next controlling
segment. However, if there is any station that is outside the
range of the mmWave band but within the range of the
sub-6 GHz band, the AP replaces the CTS frame in a control
segment with a clear and request to send (C/RTS) frame. The
C/RTS frame serves as a CTS frame for all the uplink stations
(sub-6 GHz and mmWave) and an RTS frame for sub-6 GHz
stations. The length of this stage, TC/RTS, is:

TC/RTS =
14 + 6 ∗ (J + R + Q)

MCS0 rate
. (16)

Here, R and Q are the numbers of uplink and downlink
stations, respectively, that are in the sub-6 GHz band range.
Similar to the CTS frame, the C/RTS uses 14 bytes of overhead
(control bits) and 6 bytes for the address for each uplink
station.

In addition, MB-FDMAC introduces three more sub-6 GHz
stages to accommodate the sub-6 GHz stations. The first stage
is the sub-6 GHz CTS stage. In this stage, the sub-6 GHz
downlink stations send a CTS frame to the AP after receiving
the C/RTS frame. The CTS-6GHz frame contains the inter-
ference level that the station encounters from the other uplink
stations that operate only in the sub-6 GHz band. The duration,
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Fig. 4. A timeline example for MB-FDMAC protocol. Here, stations 5 and 6 support only the sub-6 GHz band, while other stations support both bands.
We assume that the AP has NT−RF = NR−RF = N= 2, which means the AP can only perform two concurrent full duplex transmissions in any band.
In this example, the AP successfully received three RTS frames from stations 1, 4, and 5, while the RTS frames from stations 2 and 3 collided and were not
received.

TCTS−6GHz , of this stage is:

TCTS−6GHz =
(

16 ∗ 8
MCS0 rate

)
∗Q, (17)

where the station uses two bytes to report the interference in
addition to the 14 overhead bytes. Also, it is worth mentioning
that the AP uses the received control frames (RTS and CTS
frames) to estimate the required channels for beamforming.
After that, the AP and the uplink stations start sending their
data frames during the second additional stage. The duration of
this stage, TD−6GHz, is fixed by the network administrator. The
final stage is the Sub-6 GHz ACK stage. During this stage, the
AP sends an ACK to all the uplink stations upon receiving all
the uplink data frames. Simultaneously, the downlink stations
send an ACK to the AP for the received downlink data frames.
Fig. 5 shows the components of the control frames in the
sub-6 GHz.

B. MB-FDMAC MmWave Band Frame Structure

In IEEE802.11ay, the mmWave timeline is divided into
a beacon header interval (BHI) and a data transfer inter-
val (DTI) [13]. Without loss of generality, we assume that
MB-FDMAC operates in the DTI after the BHI is completed.

The mmWave band in MB-FDMAC consists of three stages.
The first stage is the mmWave beamforming stage, which

Fig. 5. Sub-6 GHz band Frame structure: (a) AP beacon, (b) RTS frame,
(c) R/CTS frame, (d) sub-6 GHz CTS frame, (e) sub-6 GHz ACK. Note figure
size does not reflect the actual frame size.

starts after the end of the C/RTS (or CTS with all stations
within mmWave range) transmission in the sub-6 GHz band.
In this stage, the AP collects the required data for HBF by
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Fig. 6. MmWave band frame structure: a) AP polling frame, (b) uplink reply
frame, (c) downlink reply frame, (d) and mmWave ACK frame. Note figure
size does not reflect the actual frame size.

sending a polling frame (PF) to the uplink contention winners
and the selected downlink stations. Then, each uplink station
sequentially sends an uplink reply frame (URF) to the AP. The
URF enables the AP to acquire the channel of each uplink
station. Next, downlink stations sequentially send a downlink
reply frame (DRF) to the AP. The DRF contains the combined
level of interference that a downlink station encounters from
the uplink stations during their URF transmission. Also, the
AP acquires the channel for each downlink station from
the received DRF using channel reciprocity. The length of
the beamforming stage, TBF , is:

TBF = (TmSlot + TmSIFS) ∗ (K + J + 1) . (18)

Here, TmSlot and TmSIFS are the slot time and SIFS in
the mmWave band. Then, the AP starts sending data to the
downlink stations in the second stage while receiving data
from the uplink stations. The length of this stage, TD, is:

TD = TAP−beacon + TC − TBF − TACK . (19)

Here, TAP−Beacon is the time to transmit the AP beacon in
the sub-6 GHz band; TACK is the time to send an ACK frame
in the mmWave band. In the final mmWave band stage, the
AP sends a block ACK frame to the uplink stations, and the
downlink stations send their ACK frames to the AP. During
this stage, the uplink stations have already started contending
for the uplink transmission in the sub-6 GHz band, which
justifies using the mmWave band to send the ACK frames.
Fig. 6 shows the components of the aforementioned control
frames in the mmWave band.

C. Leveraging the Bandwidth of MmWave
MB-FDMAC offers a feature that improves the utilization

of the large instantaneous mmWave bandwidth by dividing TD

in (19) into multiple segments, such that:

TD = V (T0 + TmRIFS), (20)

where V is the number of segments; T0 is the duration
of each segment; TmRIFS is the reduced inter-space frame
space (RIFS);

This feature reduces the idle time in the mmWave data
transmission stage if there is no more data to send during
this stage (either by the stations to the AP or vice versa),
which enables the AP to serve different stations in the next
T0. In addition, this feature reduces the number of rejected
stations that send an RTS frame to the AP due to the lack of
an available uplink stream. To illustrate, the AP will be able
to serve 2NT−RF uplink stations with T0=2 instead of only
NT−RF uplink stations with T0=1. However, the benefits of
this modification in the data transmission stage come with a
cost of an additional overhead that MB-FDMAC encounters in
the mmWave band, as follows. First, the length of the beam-
forming stage (i.e., TBF ) increases with the increased number
of selected stations for mmWave transmission. Second, RIFS is
required between each T0. Finally, the length of the ACK stage
increases with the increased number of selected stations since
the AP can only receive NR−RF ACK frames at any given
time. Nevertheless, the duration of the additional overhead is
marginal compared to the length of the data stage, making this
multiplexing worthy.

V. MULTI-BAND JOINT STATION SELECTION ALGORITHM

Station selection is a major challenge in the design of
MB-FDMAC due to the following constraints. (i.) The number
of selected stations on each band cannot exceed the number
of RF chains in that band. (ii.) The AP can only select uplink
stations from stations that send RTS successfully during the
contention stage, limiting the availability of uplink stations.
(iii.) The AP can only select a station as an uplink or downlink
station since these stations operate in the half-duplex mode.
(iv.) The AP must select the serving band for each station
based on the transmit range in the selected band. In addition,
station selection affects the sum rate of the system since the
uplink stations interfere with the downlink signals, thereby
affecting the SINR, as shown in (5) and (13).

One easy solution for the AP is to select uplink stations on a
first-come, first-serve basis. With this solution, the AP selects
the first NR−RF contention winners (URTS) that support the
mmWave band as uplink stations on this band. In addition,
if there is any contention winner that does not support the
mmWave band, the AP selects the first N stations from
those sub-6 GHz contention winners as uplink stations for
the sub-6 GHz band. Then, the AP randomly selects up to
N and NT−RF downlink stations for the sub-6 GHz and
mmWave bands, respectively. This approach, however, might
create imbalanced uplink and downlink traffic and cause an
unfair allocation of resources. Also, non-selected stations may
suffer from data starvation, resulting in a dropped data packet
or outdated packet transmission.

To solve the aforementioned problem, we introduce a
multi-band joint station selection (MB-JSS) algorithm that
enables the AP jointly to select uplink and downlink stations
on both bands. MB-JSS is based on the deficit round-robin
algorithm [38] to ensure uplink and downlink fairness among
the stations. Consequently, MB-JSS considers in its selection
decision the time the stations spend on uplink and downlink
traffic to ensure that the stations receive a fair time for
transmitting and receiving data. MB-JSS assigns an uplink
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(τu) and downlink (τd) deficit counter (measured in seconds)
for each station to measure their traffic. These deficits serve
as a starvation indicator, meaning that the higher the station’s
deficit (uplink or downlink), the less time this station has been
served. Furthermore, these deficits are used to track the uplink
and downlink traffic of each station that MB-JSS leverages to
balance the uplink and downlink throughput of each station.
These deficits are initialized to zero for any new station that
joins the network. This initialization process ensures that the
old station deficits are considered in the selection process by
the MB-JSS.

The inputs of the MB-JSS algorithm are the uplink and
downlink deficits, sub-6 GHz band potential downlink stations
(Dµin), mmWave band potential downlink stations ( Dmin),
and uplink contention winners (URTS) that are divided into
two groups: (i.) stations that support mmWave (UmRTS)
and (ii.) stations that support µ Wave band only (UµRTS).
In addition, MB-JSS requires the number of antennas in the
sub-6 GHz band (N) and the number of transmitting and
receiving streams at the mmWave band (i.e., NT−RF and
NR−RF ; for simplicity, we assume NT−RF = NR−RF =Nm).

The process of MB-JSS for stations that support mmWave is
as follows. The AP considers 2Nm stations as potential down-
link stations (‘Dmin) that have the highest downlink deficit
among other stations within the network. Then, the AP sorts
the stations in UmRTS based on their uplink deficit counter.
After that, the AP considers two groups of stations as initially
selected. The first group consists of Nm (or less depending on
the number of stations in UmRTS) uplink candidates (Um)
that have the highest uplink deficits, and the second group
consists of 2Nm potential downlink stations (Dm) from Dmin

that have the highest downlink deficits. Since the stations are
half-duplex stations, the AP declares the Um and Dm stations
as uplink and downlink stations if and only if there are no
common stations between those two groups. Otherwise, the
AP starts revising the considered stations in both groups to
ensure balancing the uplink and downlink throughput of each
station within the network. Therefore, the AP compares the
uplink and downlink deficits of the common stations in those
groups. Accordingly, the AP removes any uplink candidate
from UmRTS with a downlink deficit that is higher than the
uplink deficit and removes any potential downlink station from
Dmin with a downlink deficit that is less than the uplink
deficit. Then, the AP repeats the process by creating the
two groups of uplink and downlink stations with remaining
stations until convergence, which only occurs if there are
no overlapping stations in Um and Dm. Finally, after the
station selection, the MB-JSS algorithm updates the uplink
and downlink deficits by subtracting the amount of mmWave
network usage - that we define as δm- from the deficits
(i.e., τu and τd) of the selected stations, which ensures that
the non-selected stations have a higher priority in the next
round. It is worth noting that MB-JSS accommodates the data
stage segmenting feature in MB-FDMAC by repeating the
aforementioned mmWave selection process at each segment.

During the mmWave selection process, MB-JSS also starts
selecting stations that only support sub-6 GHz, which only
occurs if there is any station that supports only the sub-6 GHz

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

band within the network. The sub-6 GHz band selection
process is similar to the mmWave band selection process
with the following changes. First, MB-JSS sets the number of
potential downlink stations (Dµin) in the sub-6 GHz band to
2N instead of 2Nm. Also, the second group created by the AP
in the sub-6GHz band consists of up to N contention winners
(UµRTS). Then, the AP finalized the selection process in the
sub-6 GHz band with a similar process used in the mmWave
selection process.

The final outputs of MB-JSS are the mmWave selected
uplink stations (Um), the mmWave selected downlink stations
(Dm), the µ Wave selected uplink stations (Uµ), the µWave
selected downlink stations (Dµ), and updated uplink and
downlink deficits. Fig. 7 shows the complete steps of the
MB-JSS algorithm.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct extensive simulations of MB-FDMAC by using
MATLAB. In these simulations, the AP is placed at the
center of a 15m-by-15m area. In addition, the stations are
randomly placed around the AP. The simulation result repre-
sents the average result of twenty different station placements.
Furthermore, we assume all stations, including the AP, are
fully backlogged (i.e., always have data to send), making the
traffic always busy in the data transmission stage. Furthermore,
we set the downlink and the uplink maximum transmission
power to 27 dBm and 20 dBm, respectively. We assume that
the AP supports four active uplink and downlink streams in
both bands (i.e., NT−RF = NR−RF = N = 4). Finally,
we use the rate adaption scheme defined in Table 28-68 in [36]
for mmWave and Table 20-20 in ([31] for sub-6 GHz. Table II
shows the rest of the parameters used in the simulation.

A. Throughput Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the performance of
MB-FDMAC with the following state-of-the-art multiuser
mmWave MAC protocols that support up to four streams
simultaneously:
• FDMUMAC [26]: FDMUMAC is an IBFD MAC pro-

tocol that simultaneously serves multiple uplink and
downlink stations. In this protocol, the AP collects the
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Fig. 7. Flowchart for MB-JSS algorithm. The right side shows the mmWave band selection procedure while the left side shows the sub-6 GHz band selection
procedure. The process of MB-JSS starts by the end of the contention stage.

interference and acquires the perfect channel by using
the control frames to perform a full duplex connection
at the AP and mitigate the inter-user interference at
downlink stations to support uplink and downlink streams
simultaneously.

• PDVC-MAC [39]: In this protocol, the AP uses the
knowledge of the channel perfectly and the interfer-
ence levels that downlink stations encounter to mitigate
interference. Then, the AP places the stations in mul-
tiple groups based on the collected information to avoid
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Fig. 8. MB-FDMAC throughput compared with FDMUMAC, PDVC-MAC,
and MLSMWN-MAC with respect to the number of stations.

inter-user interference, which increases the throughput for
the mmWave multiuser transmission.

• MLSMWN-MAC [40]: This protocol is based on the
IEEE 802.11 DCF and utilizes time and frequency mul-
tiplexing for the control frame. These control frames are
also used to acquire the channels that are then utilized
for beamforming. Also, this protocol assumes there is no
overlapping between the selected stations, removing the
effect of inter-user interference.

However, these works use only a single frequency band.
To ensure a fair comparison, we use the spectral efficiency
(i.e., bits/sec/Hz) for performance comparison since the uti-
lized bandwidth by MB-FDMAC is 2.18 GHz (2.16 GHz in
mmWave band and 20 MHz in the sub-6 GHz band) and
utilized bandwidth by other references is 2.16 GHz (only
mmWave band). Also, we set the station selection to be
at random in MB-FDMAC since the other protocol did not
consider fairness in their design.

Fig. 8 shows that MB-FDMAC increases the spectral
efficiency by an average of 325%, 234%, and 189% com-
pared with PDVC-MAC, MLSMWN-MAC, and FDMUMAC,
respectively. The primary reason for this increase is using
IBFD for data transmission compared with the first protocols.
Nevertheless, MB-FDMAC spectral efficiency outperforms
FDMUMAC significantly, which uses a full duplex AP since
the proposed protocol removes the overhead (i.e., control
frames) in the mmWave band.

B. Evaluation of MB-FDMAC
We use the following four metrics to compare the perfor-

mance of the selection methods: (i.) throughput, (ii.) average
packet delay, (iii.) downlink temporal fairness, and (iv.) uplink
temporal fairness. Here, the throughput is measured as the sum
rate of all stations at the end of the simulation. To quantify
delay, we define packet delay as the time between starting to
contend for uplink transmission to the time of ACK reception.
Finally, we use Jain’s fairness index [41] to measure the overall
fairness of the system. To evaluate MB-FDMAC, we define
three selections schemes:
• Random: The AP serves the first Nm uplink contention

winners as uplink stations on each band. Then, it ran-
domly selects Nm stations for downlink transmission.
We set the random method as a benchmark for our simu-
lation because the AP does not consume any computing
resources for selecting the stations.

Fig. 9. Throughput (Mbps) versus the delay (mSec) of the Random,
Opportunistic and MB-JSS schemes with different numbers of stations.

• Opportunistic: The AP selects a combination of uplink
stations from the uplink contention winners and downlink
stations other than selected uplink stations that maximize
the throughput - assuming the AP has full knowledge of
all the channels. Therefore, the throughput of this scheme
serves as the performance upper bound.

• MB-JSS: The AP follows the MB-JSS algorithm to select
uplink and downlink stations.

1) Throughput: Fig. 9 shows the saturation throughput
versus delay for the three previously mentioned selection
methods with a different number of stations. We observe,
as expected, that the opportunistic scheme achieves the highest
throughput since we assume that this selection scheme maxi-
mizes the overall throughput without any additional overhead,
which sets the performance upper bound. Nevertheless, the
Opportunistic scheme is a non-practical scheme compared to
other methods since it requires full knowledge of all channels.
Also, the opportunistic throughput gains come at the cost of
higher average packet delay and lack of fairness, which we
show in thescheme.ng subsection. On the other hand, with
the practical selection scheme (i.e., Random and MB-JSS),
we observe approximately a 24% reduction in throughput
with the Random and MB-JSS schemes compared with the
opportunistic scheme. In general, the throughput reduction
of those two schemes compared with opportunistic scheme
comes the massive difference between the transmission rates
of difference MCS in the IEEE802.11ay, where the average
between two MCS transmission rate is about 15%. In addition,
the reduction in throughput for the Random scheme comes
from the randomness in selecting the stations without any
consideration for the conditions for their channels. Also, the
MB-JSS throughput reduction comes from considering the
network fairness to select the stations, which also explains
the 1.8% throughput reduction compared with the Random
scheme.

2) Delay: Reducing the average packet delay is critical
for time-sensitive applications. Fig. 9 shows that the MB-JSS
scheme significantly lowers the average packet delays than
the Random and Opportunistic schemes. In particular, the
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Fig. 10. Fairness versus number of stations. (a) Uplink fairness (b) Downlink
fairness. Note the uplink fairness of the Random and Opportunistic schemes
overlap.

average delay of the MB-JSS scheme is 94.4% and 94.8%
lower compared with the Random and Opportunistic schemes,
respectively. Furthermore, these delay reductions increase with
the increasing number of stations. MB-JSS’s clear reduction in
the delay is the result of ensuring all stations have a fair chance
to transmit their data, improving the diversity in selecting the
stations.

3) Fairness: Fig. 10 shows that the temporal fairness of
the MB-JSS scheme significantly outperforms other selection
methods. The average uplink and downlink temporal fairness
gains of the MB-JSS scheme are 204% and 14.1% compared
with the Random scheme. Also, the MB-JSS scheme achieves
an uplink and downlink temporal fairness gain of 204% and
274% compared with the opportunistic scheme. These fairness
gains increase with the increasing number of stations. For
instance, the fairness of MB-JSS with 40 stations outperforms
the Random and opportunistic scheme by more than 400%
in the uplink temporal fairness. The aforementioned gains
over the opportunistic scheme are because the latter ignores
the low-rate stations from the station selection. Also, these
gains over the Random scheme come from the joint decision
in selecting uplink and downlink stations by MB-JSS.

C. Study of MB-FDMAC Parameters

We now present an empirical study on the effect of vary-
ing several MB-FDMAC parameters, including the length
of contention stage, transmission type (full duplex or half
duplex), the accuracy of channel estimation, and collisions.
In addition, we study dual-band operation in cooperative and
non-cooperative modes.

1) Effect of Contention Stage Length: The contention length
∆cont. (defined in Section IV-A) plays a critical role in
determining the maximum number of uplink stations and
the length of the transmission stage in the mmWave band.
Fig. 11(a) shows the throughput and average packet delay
as a function of contention length for twenty stations. The
results show that the throughput increases with an increase
in the contention length. This increase comes from (i.) an
increase in the overall number of uplink stations that win
the contention, (ii.) the overall reduction in time spent on
the beamforming construction stage, and (iii.) the increase

Fig. 11. Simulation results: (a) Throughput and average packet delay Vs.
contention stage. (b) Full duplex Vs. half duplex throughput. (c) Throughput
under different channel probability of errors. (d) Successful RTS transmission,
RTS lost packets and average CW size for MB-JSS and Random methods.

in the data transmission time in the mmWave band for the
backlogged stations. Since ∆cont. determines the transmission
stage length, non-participants in the transmission stage will
suffer from high packet delay. Fig. 11(a) also shows that the
average packet delay increases with an increase in the length
of the contention stage for two reasons. The first reason is
the increase in waiting time for the C/RTS frame. The second
reason is the limited resource availability at the AP (i.e., the
number of supported streams) that forces the AP to ignore
some of the received RTS frames. Therefore, the contention
stage should be at least Nm to enable the AP to serve Nm
uplink stations, but it should not be extremely high to avoid
an increase in packet delay.

2) Full Duplex Vs. Half Duplex Multi-Band Operation:
We now compare the proposed IBFD MAC protocol with
a half-duplex AP using similar frame structures. The main
difference is that the half-duplex operation on the mmWave
data transmission stage is divided into one uplink period and
another downlink period to serve the half-duplex stations. The
IBFD configuration outperforms the half-duplex configuration
by an average of 85%, as shown in Fig. 11(b). The gain
peaks at 101%, which is just more than twice the half-duplex
performance with twenty stations.

3) Effect of Channel Errors: The AP sets the data transmis-
sion rate for each station after acquiring the channels of all
uplink and downlink stations. However, there may be errors
in the acquired channel. These erroneous channel estimates
can result in a mismatch between the selected and achiev-
able rates using inaccurate beamforming. In our simulation,
we model the channel errors as follows. (i.) Overestimated
error: The transmitter sends at a transmission rate higher
than the station’s supported rate. As a result, the receiver
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Fig. 12. Throughput result for MB-FDMAC and FD-MUMAC with different
number of in mmWave range station.

cannot decode the received data, which results in lost packets.
(ii.) Underestimated error: The transmitter sends with a lower
transmission rate than the maximum supported rate, lowering
the transmission efficiency but not losing packets. In both
cases, the erroneous rates are selected randomly from the
possible rate choices. Fig. 11(c) shows that MB-FDMAC
throughput degrades as the probability of channel errors (Pe)
increases. However, the channel error effect is limited to the
affected stations’ throughputs.

4) Effect of RTS Collison During the Contention Stage: In
this subsection, we analyze the effect of the RTS transmission
collision that occurs when two stations attempt to send an
RTS frame simultaneously, which results in lost RTS packets.
Fig. 11(d) shows the successful RTS frames transmission of
the MB-JSS and the Random schemes close to each other.
However, using the MB-JSS scheme reduces the lost packets
significantly, as shown by the error bars that are related to the
left y-axis. Also, the MB-JSS scheme reduces the stations’
average CW size by more than 33%, significantly reducing
the waiting time before sending an RTS frame, as shown in
the right y-axis in Fig. 11(d).

5) Cooperative Versus Individual Dual Bands Operation:
To evaluate the effectiveness of the multi-band operation,
we compare MB-FDMAC with FDMUMAC, which enables
an IBFD AP to serve multiple stations by using the MB-JSS
method. We run FDMUMAC in the sub-6 GHz and mmWave
bands separately. We use four baselines for placement of the
stations in our simulation, where the percentage of stations in
the mmWave range are: 100%, 95%, 75%, and 25% serving
as a way to compare with the operation in the sub-6 GHz
band only. Fig. 12 depicts the performance of MB-FDMAC
and FDMUMAC under the aforementioned parameters where
Cooperative Multi-Band represents MB-FDMAC, Independent
Two Bands represents the sum of FDMUMAC throughput in
mmWave, and sub- 6GHz, MmWave only for FDMUMAC
in mmWave band, and sub-6GHz represents FDMUMAC in
the sub-6GHz band. MB-FDMAC outperforms the combined
results of FDMUMAC in the sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands
by 87% with stations that are all mmWave complaints. The

Fig. 13. Simulation results vs. the number of data stage segments:
(a) Throughput, (b) Average packet delay, (c) Uplink fairness, (d) Downlink
fairness.

MB-FDMAC gain comes from removing the wasted time
of transmitting control frames on the mmWave band since
the standard requires using the lowest modulation scheme to
transmit the control frames. Therefore, the enormous instan-
taneous mmWave bandwidth is wasted by sending just a few
control data bits. Adding sub-6 GHz only stations result in
a throughput degradation, as shown in Fig. 12. With 25% of
the stations in the mmWave range, the gain of MB-FDMAC
reduced to 12% compared with combining the throughput of
FDMUMAC in the sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands. This
reduction is due to the small number of stations that take
advantage of the mmWave band. However, with an increase in
the number of stations, the gain increases significantly since
more stations capitalize on the high data rates of the mmWave
band.

D. MB-FDMAC With Multiple Data Stage Segments
In this subsection, we quantify the effect of dividing the

data transmission stage into V segments, which is presented
in Section IV-C We evaluate the throughput, average packet
delay, and fairness for MB-JSS with a different number of
segments.

1) Throughput: The throughput slightly declines with an
increase in V, as shown in Fig. 13(a), due to the following
factors: (i.) the increase of the beamforming overhead with
a large number of stations, and (ii) the RIFS waiting time
that separates two data segments. However, these two factors
do not result in a significant degradation in throughput. For
example, increasing V by one reduces the throughput by an
average of only 5.5%.

2) Delay: As shown in Fig. 13(b), the average packet
delay decreases substantially as T0 increases. For example,
with 40 stations, the average packet delay reduces by 49.5%
simply by increasing V by one. Furthermore, the delay reduces
by 80% with V=5 compared to V=1. The delay reduction
comes from the AP’s ability to serve more stations during the
mmWave data transmission stage, which reduces the number
of rejected stations from the uplink transmission.

3) Fairness: Fig. 13 (c and d) show that the uplink and
downlink fairness has improved by increasing V. For example,
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Fig. 13(c) shows an improvement in uplink fairness by 5% in
fairness by increasing V by one for 40 stations and reaching
a 12.5% improvement for V=5.

E. MB-JSS Complexity Analysis

The main objective of MB-JSS is to find multiple combina-
tions of stations to serve these stations either in the mmWave
band or µ Wave band while ensuring fairness. To be precise,
in analyzing MB-JSS complexity, we divide the algorithm
to uplink and downlink stations selection on each band.
For the uplink station selection, MB-JSS sorts the stations
based on their uplink deficit. Then, MB-JSS selects only the
stations with the highest deficit to be served for the uplink
transmission. Hence, the complexity of MB-JSS is O(N2).
However, the growth of N is upper bounded by the number of
received RTS frames from the uplink stations, which reduces
the complexity of MB-JSS significantly. On the other hand,
the AP feeds MB-JSS a predetermined list of stations that
have the highest downlink deficit, which eliminates using the
computational resource to find the downlink station. Finally,
the procedure of ensuring that every selected uplink station is
not designated as a downlink station – since the stations are
half duplex stations- has a worst-case scenario complexity of
O(N) where N is limited by the number of uplink contention
winners. Based on this analysis, applying MB-JSS is feasible
to implement without any complexity concerns.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a fully integrated MAC protocol,
MB-FDMAC, for an IBFD AP that serves multiple uplink and
downlink stations by mainly using the sub-6 GHz band to
transmit control frames and the mmWave band to transmit
data frames. We presented the benefits of using MB-FDMAC
for dual-band networks and quantified its advantages over
a protocol that works separately in the two bands. Also,
we proposed a joint station selection algorithm that ensures
fairness among all stations in the network and balances each
station’s uplink and downlink traffic. Then, we provided exten-
sive simulations for MB-FDMAC under different conditions.
In addition, we showed the benefits of the proposed selection
scheme in reducing the effect of RTS frame collision. Finally,
we showed a time segmenting feature for MB-FDMAC that
reduced packet delay and increased fairness while maintaining
the throughput. In future work, we plan to study a variation of
MB-FDMAC in an environment that uses cooperative access
points.
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